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1911 REFERENCE BOOKS 219 

THREE REFERENCE BOOKS 
The three books described on this page are recommended to high 

schools for their reference slielves. Mill’s International Geography deals 
with general geography, S,lrlisbury’s Physiography with physical geog- 
raphy, and Chisholm’s Handbook of Commercial Geography, with the 
most important and practicable phase of applied geography. 

This is the only complete and 
authoritative advanced one-hook text on the geography of the world. I t  
ranks with the many volumes of Reclus and of Stanford’s Compendium in 
completeness and authority, though compressed to a little over 1,000 
pages. It was edited by H. R. &!ill and is international in author- 
ship, having been written b~ more than seventy authors, in nearly every 
case either a native of the country, a resident, or an expexienced traveller. 
In  America, for example, TTnited States is described by W. M. Davis; in 
Europe, 0. G. Chisholm describes the continent, H. R. Mill describes Eng- 
land, Wales and Scotland, Albert de Lapparent describes France, Albrecht 
Penck describes Austria-Hungary, A. Kirchhoff describes Germany, etc. 
It is not merely a coinpilatjon, a gazetteer, or an  encyclopedia. It is a 
readable book. I). Appleton and Co., New Pork, $3.50. 

SALISBURY’S PHYSIOGRAPHY. There are many modern text-books of 
elementary physical geography, or physiography, f a r  high school use but 
until ft. D. Salisbury prepared this book there was no advanced Ameri- 
can publication, covering the whole subject, for college use or for refer- 
ence in high school libraries. J t  has over 750 pages of text, an equal num- 
ber of figures, and 26 plated. Most of the latter are well-selected small 
portions of topographic maps cf the U. S. Geological Survey, reproduced 
in colors, and illustrating land forms. About 30 pages are devoted to 
earth relations, over 450 to physiography of the lands, 200 to the atmos- 
phere, and about 50 to the ocean. There is more emphasis on processes 
than on forms. Henry Holt 8: Go., New Yorl;, $3.50. 

CHISHOLM’S HANDEOOI< O F  COMMXRCIAI, GEOGRBPHY. There have 
been many editions of this English treatise on applied geography by G. G. 
Chisholm so that long use lias established its authority as a commercial 
geography, and frequent revision has kept it up to date. There are over 
600 pages of text, and a well selected series of maps showing distribution 
of resources, density of population, railways, and cities, besides may dia- 
grams, etc. There is a general introduction of about 60 pages, 100 pages 
are devoted to the discussion of commodities dependent directly or indi- 
rectly on *climate; fisheries have 5 pages; mineral products 30; manu- 
factured articles 18. The remainder of the book, besides the appendixes, 
and canstituting the larger ]!art of it, i s  devoted to the commercial geog- 
raphy of the countries of the several continents. Longmans, Green &. Co., 

MILL’S IKTEBNATIONAL GEOGRAPHY. 

London, New Pork, and Bornhay, $4.80. L. ill. 
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